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Teachers are required to rate the course using the 5-point scale. a. Syllabus
Coverage

Teachers are required to rate the course using the 5-point scale. b.
Contemporary Relevance of the Subject
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Teachers are required to rate the course using the 5-point scale. c. How
satisfied are you with the study material available?

Suggestions to improve the syllabus, if any?
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Few more courses tailored towards research, should be included in the syllabus.

Some subjects can be combined together as the content is very less, also can include
one basic communication paper, more on life skills

Include more advanced / emerging technologies like AI in syllabus and practicals also.

Since Instrumentation is the Subtopic of the Broad Area of Electronics (As per AICTE
Nomenclature), include more courses from Electronics Side, some IT oriented courses
also to be included. This will enhance the Employability of our Students

M.Tech. syllabus should be oriented more towards latest trends.

In the first year we should concentrate more on the fundamentals .For example We
can familiarise the students in semiconductor theory and operation and chara of
different devices like diodes, BJT,FET,MOSFET ,Op-amps etc and also basic circuits
using these devices. We can introduce the analysis part in the second year(3rd sem).
LIC can be shifted to 4th sem and Power Electronics to 5th.  
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